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Software Engineers 
We are looking for two skilled Software Engineers to work with our existing team in Horsens developing 

state-of-the-art IoT/M2M products for some of the most sophisticated applications deployed 

worldwide. The persons will be responsible for the design, development and testing of software features as 

well as working with hardware designers and the management to understand product requirements.  

We value autonomy, self-reliance, fast-movers, a passion for robust and maintainable code, and above all, 

the ability to ship a quality product. 

 

Are you a high-performer? We are looking for individuals with experience in advanced software 

development, but fresh graduates with good academic result will also be considered. 

Bachelor's or Master's degree in Computer Engineering or relevant engineering course.  Practical 

experience in C/C++ programming language is essential. Experience in programming in Windows and Linux 

operating systems is an advantage. Embedded System specialization will be an added advantage. 

 
Requirements and Desired Experience: 

� Degree in Software Engineering, Computer Science or a related discipline. 

� Extensive C/C++ programming experience. 

� Embedded Linux development experience. 

� Windows programming in C/C++ and/or user interface development using MFC / .NET. 

� Experience with software development through the full software development life-cycle. 

� Passion for delivering high-quality code while adhering to engineering best practices. 

� Ensure timely delivery of well tested, reliable, and feature-rich products. 

� Excellent English skills in both written and verbal communication 

� Develop unit tests and document code. 

� Ability to work effectively in a team environment collaborating with a cross-functional team. 

� Experience with interfaces such as UART, I2C, SPI, USB, RS485, etc. 

� Embedded Linux kernel/driver/BSP development experience. 

� Experience with technologies such as Cellular, LPWAN, Wi-Fi, BT/BLE, Zigbee, GNSS, CAN, LAN, etc. 

� Experience with networking and/or web services protocols (TCP, UDP/IP, ReST, MQTT, TLS). 

� Experience with Modbus, FMS/J1939, OPC, etc. and other industrial protocols. 

� Experience using open source software for embedded Linux platforms. 

� Good understanding of source code management systems such as SVN and GIT. 

� Has a strong passion for R&D work and enjoys working in a diverse team. 

 
 

About Logic IO 
Is a global leader in offering the most advanced M2M/IoT products on the market targeting a worldwide 

audience of professional system integrators, that seeks a platform for state-of-the-art solutions. We offer a 

large range of hardware and software products, which are all developed in-house and produced by our ISO 

9001 manufacturing facility. The company is headquartered in Horsens / Denmark. 
 
 
 
Please submit your application and CV  to admin@logicio.com 


